
18. Photocell is a device which
converts:
(a) chemical energy in to

electrical energy.
(b) magnetic energy into

electrical energy.
(c) light energy' into

electrical energy .
(d) electrical energy into

light energy.

(b) medium
(d) nil

17.The refrangibility of red
light is:
(a) least
(c) most

what will be the !(.;ll~f count
of the instrurnen j':
(a) 1" (bj l
(c) 0,1" (d) 0.20

14.The number !d w av.»
lengths in the \';~;Hden't~i()ll
)f the spectrum ,;r,:' :
tc1) 4000 (h) (l(l:i(]
(c) 8000 \(.1; l!~{Ji:ilo.'

15.In tuninga pl<'H10 struu;, ,\
forko~frequency'}50 t, ib,l~~t'C
is used, As tiw V,,')l"t' j~

progressively ti7.;htcnc·,3, l:w
number of bC'.lts Ji.'(n\lSt'~
until the value is4/S'.'.:. V'''~la~
will bl' the pres-n: fl;Qtlt'111 \

of the ~trlllg')
(a) 2-16 vib. :-,e...·
(b) 25.0 v ib / s,~~·
(c) 254 vib' ~~.'c.
(d) 260 vib;s~'c

16, A .line passing thrnl..lgh
~,bci.lshewing zero value of
mavnetic dip is r.ilkd :

,)

(<1) Aclinic line
(b) Achonic line
(c) Isoclinic line
(d) Isogonic line

"li';,:,·', ..,:

9. What is the dimensional
formula for Young's Modulus
of Elasticity?
(a) MOUT·2 (b) ML·lT2
(c) MLT-2 (d) MUTI

10.Which of the following state
ments is dirnensionaliv
correct, regarding pressure?
(a) Pressure is energy per

unit area.
(b) Pressure is force per unit

length.
(c) Pressure is forceper unit

volume.
(d) Pressure is energy per

unit volume.
11.One watt-hour is equal to :

(a) 3.6 x l02joule
(b) 3.6 xUP joule
(c) 1 H.P.
(d) 4.2 joule

12. Two beakers, one
containing salt water, and
the other containing pure
water, are placed under an
air tight cover. If the air
pressure under the cover is
reduced by a pump, the
amount of water in the
, beaker containing salt water
after one 'hour, when
compared with the other
beaker,
(a) will be less
(b) will be more
(c) will remain the same'
(d) None of these

13. The main scale of a spectre
meter is divided into 720
divisions in all. If the Vernier
scale consists of 30divisions,

1. In M.K.5 system, the unit of
temperature is
(a), Degree Centigrade
(b) Degree Kelvin
(c) Degree Celsius
(d) Degree Fahrenheit

2, In M.K.S. System, the unit
of force is
(a) Dyne (b) Watt •
(c) Poundal (d) Newton

3. The unit of energy is
(a)'J/sec' (b) Kilowatt
(c) Watt-day (d) g cm/52

4. A, cube has numerically
equal volume and surface
area. The volume of such a
cube will be ... cubic units.
'(a) 216 (b) 440
(c) 2400 (d) 3000

5. The del ity of a cube is
measure, by measuring, its
mass and the length of its
side. If the maximum errors
in the measurement ofmass
and length are 3% and 2%
respectively, the maximum
error inthe measurement of
the density is :
(a) llWo (b) 10%
(c) 9% (d) 7%

6.What is the dimensional
formula for impulse?
(a) MLT-2. (b) MLTI

. (c) MUT-l (d) M2LT2
7. The diinensional formula
for latent heat is
(a) MOUT"2 "(b) MUT-l
(c) MLT-2 (d)MUT-l

8. The dimensional formula
. for surace tension is
(a) MOUT-2 (b)MUT-l
(c) 'MT-2 (d) MUT-l

, '

Objeet:ive Type ltl:•• lt:iple Clac.icc "Ic~.
(With ./lnswf!rs)
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(a) Light travels faster in
vacuum than air

(b) Wavelength of light is
longer than wavelength
of sound

(c) In one second, sound
travels nearly 330m

(d) Speed of sound isMach 1
35, The plate resistance of a

triode is 3 x 103 ohms and
its mutual conductance is
1.5 x 10-3 amp/volt. What
will be the amplification
factor of the triode?
(a) 5 x 10-5 (b) 4.5
(c) 45· (d) 2 x 105

36. ~rgy generation instars is
~inly due to
(a) chemical reaction
(b) fusion of light nuclei
(c) fission of heavy nuclei
(d) fusion of heavy nuclei·

37. Three equal resistors
connected in series across a
source of e.m f. together
dissipate 10w ts of power.
What would be the power .
dissipated if the same
resistors are connected in
.parallel across the same
source of e.mf.?
(a) 900watt (b) 90 watt
(c) 9 watt (d) 0.9 watt

38. Beta rays emitted by a
radioactive material
(a) are neutral particles
(b) arepositive charged
(c) are charged particles

emittedby the nucleus
(d) are the.electrons orbiting

around the nucleus
. 39, Ball point pen functions on

the principle of .
(a) viscosity
(b) surface tension
(c) capillary

. (d) gravitational force

seconds, the potential
difference will be
(a) 20000volts
(b) 2000 volts
(c) 1000 volts
(d) 100 volts'

25. A man carries a 20 kg. orbit
up a 5 m ladder in 10 sees.
The work he does is
(a) approximately 10 joules
(b) approximately 100 joules
(c) approximately 200 joules
(d) approximately 1000 joules

26. Heat is transmitted from
higherto lower temperature
through molecular collisions
(a) in conduction
(b) in convection
(c) in radiation
(d) in all the three

27. Under steady state the
temperature of a body
(a) decreases with time.
(b) increases with time
(c) does not change with

time and is same at all
the points of the body

(d) does not change with
time but can be different
at different points of the

, body .
28.Which one of the following

substances has no melting
. t?porn "

(a) Oxygen
(b) Aluminium
(c) Glass
(d) Mercury

29. A device which is employed
to convert heat energy into
mechanical energy is called
(a) heat generator
(b) dynamo
(c) heat engine
(d) None of these

34. Which one of the following
statements is wrong?

..,,
t

..
"

19. The infra-red spectrum can
he studied with the help of
I,').'"1 ~••1.,_.t... "'1 \. ...,.~1......_.

(b) flint glJ.ss prisms
(c) crown glass prisms
id) rock-salt prisms

20. Thl' atomic power plants
generate electricity, based
,)D the principle of:
(,;)h,sion
(b) Fusion
(c'}Nuclear dissipation
(d) Thermal combustion

21. It a satellite is to be placed
in J circular orbit at a pre
determined altitude, the
satellite:
(d) must be raised to right

altitude and must be
given the right speed
and direction.

(b) must be raised to the
right altitude and given'
Gil' right speed. . .

(c) need only to be raised to
that altitude.

(d) None of these
22. Three capacitors 2.0: 3.0 and

6.0 microfarads are connec
ted in series to a. 10 volt
source, What will be the
charge on the middle one?
(<1) 5 micro coulomb
(b) 10 micro coulomb
(c) 11micro coulomb
(d) 15micro coulomb

23. Two circuits have a coeffi
'cient of mutual inducianoe of
0.09 henry. What average
e.ni]. is introduced in the
secondary by a change from
o to 20 amperes in 0,006
seconds in the primary?
(a) 300 volts (b) 230 volts
(c) 190volts (d) 100 volts

24. If a 10 ampere current loses
20,000 J of energy in 20
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56. The dimensional fcrn.uia
for angular nwmentu~,· tS
( .,.\ ·i\:-1"L2-)' .: (b: IV'L;.r'
l ce ~ 1'V.&.. \ r J, fl

(c) MLT-l (d) ML-ZT-}
57. If L ali. R denote inductance

and resistance respectively,
then the dimension of 1../R is .
(a) MoUTl (b) MoVT
(c) M2LoT- (d)MLT2

58. The dimensional formula
for_gravitational constant is
(a) M·IUT2 (b) MUTl
(c) MLT2 (d) MUT"l

59. Avolume of 10cubic metres
is equal to :.
(a) lQ3 em' (0) lot em'
(c) 106 ern" (d) lOSem

60.1 calorie is enough heat to:
(a) melt 1gm of ice.
(b) vaporise 1gm of water.
(c) warm 1 gm of. ice froln

- 2°C to 0°C. .'
(d) (0011 gm of steam il<.··m.

1020C to lOlOC.
61. A metal rod (Y;:.;2 y '\012

dvnes/ em') of coefficient of
li;zt.'nrexpansion 1.6 x 10-0;.'"C

• J thas its temperature raiseo Dy
200c. Vihat will be the lineill·
compressive stress to pre
vent the expansion of 11..X!?

(a) 2.4 x lui dynes/em"
(h) 3.2 x lOSdynes/em"
(c) 6.4 x lOS dynes/ en.'
(d) 7.8 x lOS dynes/crr2

62. The hot water pipes of a
furnace are coated with a
black paint : having
. emittance of 0.81 and the
heat loss is 33,000 B.Th.U
day. If the pipes were coated..
with aluminium paint ot
thermal emittance 0.27, Lite
heat loss will be .,
, (a) 22,000 B. Th. U./ day
(b) 18,910B. Th. U./dity
(c) 11,000B.Th. U./day
(d) "HL960B. Th. U'/ day

(a) angles (b) boring
(c) forging (d) pitch

48.With ten 1/10 Q. resistors,
maximum how much
resistance can be made?
(a) 10Q (b) 50
(c) 2Q (d) 1n

49.When a soap bubble IS
given a charge, it will
(a) burst
(b) decrease in size
(c) increase in size
(d) not have any effect

50.Who invented cyclotron?
(a) Neils Bhor
(b) John Lutherford
(c) Lawrence
(d) J. J. Thompson

51. In M.K.5. System, the unit
of energy is
(a) Ergs (b) Calorie
(c) Joule (d) Electron volt

52. In M.K.s ..System, the unit
of pressure is
. (a) Atmosphere
(b) Pascal
(c) Dynes per squ.are em
(d) mm of mercury

53. The unit of power is
(a) Kilowatt
(b) Dynes
(c) Joule ..
(d) Kilowatt hour

54. A student, doing an experi
ment, takes 100 readings. If
he repeats toe same
experiment and takes 400
readings, the probable error
(a) remains the same
(b) is halved
(c) is doubled
.(d) is reduced by 25%

55. The dimensional formula
. for the coefficient of viscosity

(a) [17]= MLoT2
(b) [17]:::::ML-1T2
(c) [17]= MLT2
Jd) [q] = MI .-ITl

40. A p-type semi conductor is
(<I) a silicon crystal with

arsenic impurity
(b) a germanium crrstal

with boron impurity
(c) a boron crystal with

aluminium impurity
(d) a germanium crystalwith

phosphorus impurity
. 41. The introduction of a grid in

a triode valve affects plate
current by
(a) increasing plate potential
(b) helps in the increase of
. electrons from the plate
(c) helping emission of elect-

rons at low temperature
(d) neu tralising space charge

42. A diode valve can be used as
(a) oscillator (b) rectifier
(c) amplifier (d) recorder

43. Cut off grid potential of a
triode valve depends on -
(a) plate potential
(b) grid potential
(c) the shape of the grid

. (d) plate resistance
44. Which dutch should be used

for positive slipless drive?
(a) Cone friction clutch
(b) Friction dutch
(c) Safety clutch
(d) Claw clutch

45. In which type of gear, can
we have a better, smooth
and noiseless drive?
(.a)Bevel gear
(b) Rack and pinion
(c) Spiral gear
(d) Spur gear .

46. The axial distance between
corresponding points on
two adjacent threads is
called
(a) angles (b) boring
(c) forging (d) pitch

47. After . . . operation,
normalising is essential.
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(d) appear to remain
constant but actually
decrease

74. If an astronaut Travels from
the earth to the moon
(a) his mass and weight will

both change
(b) neither his mass nor his
, weight will change

, (c) only his mass will
change

(d) only his weight will
change

75. A young boy on a parachute
is falling at a 'Constant
speed. What sort of energy
change takes place?
(a) Gravitational to internal
(b) Kinetic to gravitational
(c) Gravitational to kinetic
(d) Heat to.kinetic

76. The quantity of heat which
crosses unit area of a metal
plate during conduction
depends upon the ,
(a) specific gravity of the

metal plate
(b) temperature gradient

perpendicular -to the
area

(c) temperature to which
the metal is heated

(d) density of the metal
plate

77. Two blocks of ice when
pressed together, join to
form one block, because
(a) of cold produced during

pressure
(b) of heat produced-during

pressure
(c) melting point of ice

decreases with increase
in pressure

(d) melting point of ice
increases with increase
in pressure

70. Alpha rays emitted from.a
radioactive substance are :
(a) negatively charged

particles
(b) ionised hydrogen nuclei
(c) doubly ionised helium

atoms
(d) uncharged particles

having the mass equal to
proton

71. The Mariner's Compass .is
provided with Gimbals
arrangement so as to :
(a) keep the needle always

pointing at east .
(b) keep the needle always

horizontal
(c) give a direct value of dip'
(d) give a direct reading of

declination
72. A 60 watt incandescent

lamp operates at 120 volts.
How.many electrons pass
through the filament in
every second?
(a) 3'.1 x WIS (b) 1.6 x 1019

(c) 84UO (d) 7600
73. As -you back away from a

vertical plane mirror, the
size of your image will
(a) increase
(b) decrease
(c) remains constant

I'(a) sound
(b) light
(c) ultrasonics
(d) infra red rays

69. The sun radiates energy at
the rate of 3.6 x 1033ergs/sec.
which is equivalent to an
annihilation of mass at the
rate of :
(a) 12 x 1010kg/s~c. ,
(b) 6.3 X 1023gm/sec.
(c) 4 x 1012gm/sec.
(d) 2.43 x l041bs/sec.

65. A magnet makes 5 oscilla
tions per minute in earth's
magnetic field (H = 0.3
Gauss). Bywhat amount the
.field should be increased, so
that the magnet. may make
10 oscillations per minute?
(a) 3.6 Gauss (b) 1.2 Gauss
(c) 0.9 GilUS$ (d) 0.3 Gauss

66. A ev tinder fitied with a
pi~t~:ncontains a gas at 40~C
for which the critical tempera
ture is '31"C 'The increase of
press-me by 100 atmos will
(a) liquify the gas
(b) not liquify the gas
(c) burst the cylinder

, (d) freeze the-gas
67. An airplane is fitted with a

camera containing a lens ct -
5 em. foeallength. To take a
snap ofa 1~ stretch of land
on a ~ em film strip, the
plane would fly at an
approximate height of:
(a) 1000 m. (b) 2000 rn ..
(c)-3000m. (d) 4000 m.

68. Radio waves from an
antenna travel with the
velocity of:

(b) 10
(d) 64

63, A box is released from an
airplane moving horizon
tally Cit a height of 1600 ft.
How far will the box move
horizontally while falling
just before striking against
the Earth?
(a) 400 it (b) 4000 it
(c) 5800 ft (d) 6400 ft '

64, The intensity level of sound
A is 2 dB greater than that
of B,How many times more
intense is the sound A than
sound B?
(a) 2
(c) 16
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84. An electric bulb illuminates
a plane surface. The intensity
of illumination on the surface
at a point 2m. away from the
bulb is 5 x 10-6 Photon .The
line joining the bulb to the
point makes an angle of 6(}0
with the .normal to the
surface. The intensity of fhe
bulbwill be
(a) 40-J3 candela
(b) 40 candela
(c) 20 candela
(d) 40 x l04candela

85. The main source of energy
in the Sun is
(a) the fusion of uranium

present in the Sun
(b) the bumin,g of hydrogen

in oxygen
(c) the energy liberated in

fusion of protons.during
the synthesis of heavier
.nuclei

(d) gravitational contraction
86. Which one of the following

rays has greatest value of
wavelength?
(a) Infra red ray
(b) Ultra violet
(c) Yellow ray
(d) Red ray

87. Two coils A and Bmade of
. the same material are conn
ected in parallel across the
mains. If length and diameter
of the coilA isdouble that of
the coil B, which one will
produce more heat?
(a) Coil A
(b) Coil B
(c) Both the coils will

prod uce the same
amount of heat

(d) Cannot say

87. Ampere seconds stands for
·the unit of
(a) power (b) energy
(c) e.m.f, (d) charge

89.What will be the ratio of
gravitational force (Fg)and
electrostatic force (F) between
two electrons situated at a
distance of lO.em?
(a) lOB (b) 103b •

(c) 10-43 (d) 10.36
90. To use triode as an ampli

fier, it is operated in the
(a) curved portion of the

characteristics curve
(b) straight portion of the

characteristics curve
(c) bottom portion of the

curve
(d) top portion of the curve

91.A directly heated diode
giv~~;.
(a) delayed response
(b) immedia te response
(c) no response
(d) A and Bare true

92. Tungsten is used in a
filament because
(a) it emits large quantities
. of electrons when heated

(b) it has considerably low
thermal conductivity

(c) it has a good thermal
. conductivity

(d) it has the least melting
point

93. A transistor is preferable to
a triode valve when used in
amplifier because
(a) it can withstand large

changes in temperature
(b) it can handle larger

power
(c) it has a higher input

impedance
(d) it does not reqmrt' a

heater

(b) different
(d) zero

_(a) same
(c) infinite

78. Some quantity of tap water
, is placed in an open pan and
allowed to evaporate. After
sometime the temperature
of the water will
(a) decrease slightly
(b) increase slightly
(c) remain the same
(d) increase considerably

79. How many dead centres are
there in one complete cycle
of an external combustion
engine (steam engine)?
(a) One (b) Two
(c) Three . (d) Four

80. The process of regulating
the temperature, the
humidity, purity and
circulation of air is called
(a) condensa tion
(hj refrigeration
(c) evaporation
(d) air conditioning. '

81. The ratio of the refractive
index of red light to violet
light is
(a) less than unity
(b) equal to unity
(c) greater than unity
(d) dependent on the experi

mental arrangement
82. If a machine is lubricated

with oil
(a) its mechanical advantage

increases
(b) its efficiency increases
(c) its mechanical advantage

and efficiency increase
(d) its efficienClJincreases but

its mechanical advantage
decreases

83. When 4 identical wires of
copper, iron, gold and silver
are stretched by a tension of
4 kgm, velocity of the

\

transverse waves in them is
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ANSWERS
4. a 5,. c 6. b 7. a 8. e 9. b 10. b

14. d 15. a 16. a 17. a 18. c 19. d 20. d
24. d 25. d 26. c '27. d 28. c 29·. c 30. c
34. b 35. c 36.' c 37. a 38. a 39. b 40. a
44.. d 45. c 46. d' 47. c .48. d . 49. c 50. c
54. d ,55. d 56. b 57. b 58. a 59. e 60. c
64. b 65. c 66. b 67. a 68. b 69. c 70. e
74. d 75. c 76. b 77-, c 78. a 79. b 80. d'
84: d 85. d 86. b 87. c 88. b 89. d 90. b
94. b ,95.. a 96. a 97. c 98. b 99. a-lOO. d

--------- .._.

1. b 2. d 3. c
11. b 12. b 13. b
2i. a '22. b 23. a
31. a .._,..., b 33 . b~>"'"'"' •
41. c 42. a A .....a"'± ...") •

ij ,:";1 . d 52, b 53. a~

II
61. c (~2. c 63. b

~..._~'"') a 73. cfI' "-- ~

H2. c 83. b
92. b 93. d

(<:1) high inductance and high
resistance '

(b) high inductance and
low resistance

•(c) low inductance and high
resistance ,

(d) low inductance and low
resistance

100,What is increased in a step
down transformer?
(a) Wattage
,(b)Voltage
(c) Resistance
(d)Current

",

96. Sine bar used for measuring
(a) angles .(b) boring
(c) forging (d) pitch

97. How many different
combinations can be made

, with three given resistors?
(a) Nine (b) Six
(c) Four . (d) Three

98.What is the equivalent of
one million electron volt?
(a) 106 eV (b) lOS eV
(c) 104 eV (d) 103 eV

99.Which of the following is
true of achoke coil?

94. Which type CJf thread is used
where power is transmitted
in one direction?
(a) Acme threads
(b) Buttress threads
(c) Knuckle threads
(d) Square threads ,

95.Which one of the following
'is the connecting gear in the .
simple change gear system?
(a) Idler gear
(b) Driving gear
(c) Rotatable arm gear
(d) Middle gear
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